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 “You’ve solved the Discovery sequence — now you’re ready for Tantrix Loops!” 

 
Tantrix Loops is a game for two to five players using the 56-tile Tantrix GamePack.  A complete 
game consists of three rounds, but you may play any round as a stand-alone game.  Round One, 
for example, is great for getting used to “seeing” the loops. 
 
At first, Tantrix Loops is cooperative — all players participate as each player experiments with 
loop-making: trying to find the highest-scoring loop or pattern.  As players gain experience, the 
game can become increasingly competitive.  Eventually, players may opt to “mug:” steal another 
player’s tiles if that player misses a higher-scoring combination (see House Rules, p.3).  As in all 
versions of Tantrix, the “golden rule” is that lines can only connect to lines of the same color. 
 
 

Round One 
 
1)  Each player draws two personal tiles and keeps them face up for all to see. 
 

2)  One player, serving as Scorekeeper, draws three tiles, writes down their numbers, and places 
them face up in the center for use as common tiles. 

 
3)  Each player takes a turn at making the highest scoring loop or single pattern of loops they 

can, using any combination of their two personal tiles and the three common tiles. 
 
4)  At the end of their turn, each player scores their best loop or pattern.  They then turn the 

tiles face down, take out the common tiles, and discard* any personal tiles used in scoring.  The 
next player turns the common tiles face up and takes their turn, until all have had a turn. 

Null Round:  If no player can score, the Scorekeeper returns the three common tiles 
to the bag and draws three new ones.  Begin Round One again from step 3. 

 
*NOTE:  Discarded tiles go into a separate pile, NOT back in the bag. 
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Scoring 
 
1)  Add the values of all line segments in the loop or loops: 

Corners score 1 
     a “Pinkie Ring,” made of three corners, has a line score of 3. 
     See picture #1 on page 4. 
Bends score 2 
     an “Egg,” made of two bends and two corners, has a line score of 6. 
     See picture #2 on page 4. 
Straights score 3 
     a “D,” made of a straight, two bends, and two corners, has a line score of 9. 
     See picture #4 on page 4. 

 
2)  Add to the line score the number of loops in the pattern. 

“Two Pinkie Rings,” picture #3 on page 4, has a line score of 6 (counting both rings).  The 
number of loops is two, so the total score for the pattern is 8.  In the examples above, 
“Pinkie Ring” scores 4: 3 + 1 loop; “Egg” scores 7: 6 + 1 loop; and “D” scores 10: 9 + 1 loop). 

 

3)  Snowflake patterns (six tiles around a single tile) score a BONUS of 7. 
See examples on page 6. 

 
4)  Mandala: Bonus of 2.  “Mandala” (pronounced MUN-duh-luh, a snowflake consisting of a six-

tile “Bracelet” with the middle filled by a seventh tile: see picture #27 on page 6) scores an 
additional BONUS of 2, making it the highest scoring pattern in Tantrix Loops. 

 
NOTE:  Every tile in a pattern must be part of one or more loops 

except the central tile in Mandala. 
 

 
 

Round Two 
 
1)  Players may discard any or all of their remaining personal tiles if they wish.  Then each player 

draws until they have three personal tiles, keeping them face up for all to see. 
 

2)  The Scorekeeper draws a fourth common tile, makes a note of its number, and places it face 
up with the three original common tiles. 

 
3)  Each player takes a turn at making the highest scoring loop or pattern of loops they can, using 

any combination of their three personal tiles and the four common tiles. 
 

NOTE:  In Loops, a “hole” is permitted in the “Bracelet” pattern: 
six bends of the same color around an empty space. 

 
4)  At the end of their turn, each player scores their best loop or pattern.  They then turn the 

tiles face down, take out the common tiles, and discard any personal tiles used in scoring.  The 
next player turns the common tiles face up and takes their turn, until all have had a turn. 
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Round Three 
 
1)  Players may discard any or all of their remaining personal tiles if they wish.  Then each player 

draws until they have four personal tiles, keeping them face up for all to see. 
 

2)  The Scorekeeper draws a fifth common tile, makes a note of its number, and places it face 
up with the four common tiles from the previous round. 

 
3)  Each player takes a turn at making the highest scoring loop or pattern of loops they can, 

using a maximum of seven tiles from the nine available. 
 

NOTE:  Even though eight and nine tile patterns are possible, seven-tile patterns are the largest 
allowed in Tantrix Loops.  The additional tiles in Round Three are only drawn to increase the 
probability that players will be able to make seven-tile patterns. 

 
4)  At the end of their turn, each player scores their best loop or pattern.  They then turn the 

tiles face down, take out the common tiles, and discard any personal tiles used in scoring.  The 
next player turns the common tiles face up and takes their turn, until all have had a turn. 

 
The player with the highest total score for all three rounds wins the game! 

 

 
 

House Rule:  Time Limit 
Players may agree to impose a limit on the time individuals can use to experiment with loop-making. 
 
House Rule:  Mugging 

While another player is experimenting with their tiles you see a higher scoring pattern... 
As soon as a player turns the tiles face down after scoring, any other player may say “Mug!”  The mugger 
turns the tiles up and has an opportunity to make a higher score using the common tiles and all the personal 
tiles of the player whose turn it is.  If the mugger succeeds, they add the higher score to their own score 
for the round.  If the mugger cannot make a higher score, they forfeit the round, including any score(s) they 
might have made with their own tiles.  In either case, the player who was mugged retains their lower score.  
The mugger turns the tiles face down, and any other player may call “Mug!” before the original player’s turn 
is over.  Players may mug any number of times in a round; but a player may not mug themself (mug twice in 
a row in one turn). 
 

 
 

Loops and Patterns 
 
The following are the major loops and patterns that can be made with 3 to 7 tiles.  All variations 
are not pictured; for example “Trinity,” three Pinkie Rings in a triangle, can be made with six 
tiles as well as seven.  Line segments not part of loops are unimportant. 
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5-Tile Loops: 
 

   
 1. Pinkie Ring. Score: 4 2. Egg. Score: 7 3. Two Pinkie Rings. Score: 8 
 

   
4. D. Score: 10 

 

6-Tile Loops: 
 

   
 5. Egg & Ring. Score: 11 6. Ear. Score: 11 7. Bracelet. Score: 13 
 

   
 8. Delta. Score: 13 9. Slant Link. Score: 13 10. Pyramid. Score: 17 
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7-Tile Loops: 
 

   
 11. 3-Ring Circus. Score: 12 12. Pawnshop. Score: 12 13. Mask. Score: 14 
 

   
 14. Eggroll. Score: 14 15. D-Ring. Score: 14 16. Sock. Score: 14 
 

   
 17. Shark. Score: 14 18. Egg & 2 Rings. Score: 15 19. Carabiner. Score: 16 
 

   
 20. Earring. Score: 18 21. Double Ds. Score: 20 22. Egg & Slant Link. Score: 20 
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Snowflakes: 
 

   
 23. Trinity. Score: 19 24. Saddle. Score: 19 
 

   
 25. Cyclops. Score: 21 26. Goggles. Score: 21 
 

  
 27. Mandala. Score: 22 
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SSSpppeeeeeeddd   LLLooooooPPPSSS 
created by 

Jay Dunbar Ph.D. (“drjay”) & Jim Mueller (“wonderer”) 
 
Speed Loops is a stripped down, fast-and-furious version of Tantrix Loops.  Any number of 
players can play: as many as can fit around a playing area and still see the tiles!  Unlike regular 
Tantrix Loops, players don’t take turns, and there are no “personal tiles.”  All players study the 
same set of tiles simultaneously, and try to be the first to see a loop or pattern of loops. 
 
A standard game of Speed Loops consists of five rounds: one round each of 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 tiles 
(though a 7-tile pattern is the largest scorable pattern allowed).  Try two rounds of each amount 
for a longer game; or try “sudden death:” one round of 9 tiles.  As in all versions of Tantrix, the 
“golden rule” is that lines can only connect to lines of the same color. 
 
 

Play: 
 
1)  Draw Tiles to Begin.  Draw a predetermined number of tiles from the bag (5, 6, 7, 8, or 9) 

and place them face up in the center. 
 

2)  Study the Tiles and Call “Loops!”.  All players study the tiles without touching them, 
trying to see a loop or pattern of loops using three or more tiles (remember: no more than 
seven tiles are allowed in a scorable pattern).  When a player is ready to try to make a loop 
or pattern, they say “Loops!”  Touching the tiles also starts the clock.  Patterns using fewer 
tiles may be snapped up quickly, but of course this gives other players more opportunity to see 
higher-scoring patterns. 

 

3)  Make a Loop, Enlarge the Pattern, and Score.  After a player calls “Loops” or touches 
the tiles they must make a loop — presumably the one they saw — within 10 seconds.  They may 
take more time if the loop is complex, as long as they are working on the same loop (e.g.: a 
player may not start on an "Egg" and then switch to a "D").  After that they may tinker for 
another 20-30 seconds, or for a time all players agree on.  During this second period they may 
exchange the tiles in their loop with other tiles and add more tiles to make a larger pattern, 
but the final pattern must contain a loop of same shape as their first loop. 
 
To time these intervals, other players may count down at one-second intervals (e.g.: “20, 19, 18, 
17…”), or times can be approximate if players abide by them in spirit.  Allow more or less time 
depending on the player’s experience and the number of tiles.  If the player has not completed 
a scorable pattern before time runs out in either period (“oops!”), they forfeit the round and 
lose any score they may already have made in the round.  If the player completes a pattern, 
they score it using the Tantrix Loops scoring method (on page 2) and then scramble the tiles. 
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4)  Multiple Scores.  After a player scores or fails to score, any other player may call “Loops.”  

The player who scored must wait 30 seconds after their score is recorded before they can call 
“Loops” again.  Players may score more than once in a round, and all scores count toward a 
player’s total for the round. 

 
Each score must be higher than or equal to the last, and scoring patterns must 

be different (for example, only one “Egg & Ring” can score in a round). 
 

5)  End of the Round.  A round is over when players agree that no other scorable pattern can 
be made, or at the end of a minute during which no player has called “Loops.”  Return the tiles 
to the bag and start the next round.  Null Round: a round in which no players score does not 
count and is repeated. 

 
 
Pro Version: expert players must “call their shots:” that is, they must name the pattern they 

will score after calling “Loops” and before touching the tiles.  Only the highest score (and any 
that equal it) counts in each round.  Time limits are strict. 

 
 

 


